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Rapid Prototypin g Ser vices for Ora cle Retail

CHALLENGE
Third-party software implementations face the challenge that critical solution decisions must be locked in
during configuration sessions – before either Business or IT stakeholders have more than a cursory
understanding of the impacts of those decisions.
And once these decisions are made they are likely not to be fully validated until Design, Build or even Test
related activities are in progress. Impacts may only become apparent once solution and business process
design are melded with mapped organisational data sources.
This is not a recipe for good project outcomes.
There is a direct correlation between the lateness of a change or nuancing of a solution decision and the
cascading impact of that change.
The correlation extends to timeline and budgetary impact, as contingency for both is eroded. A tipping
point then occurs at which the impacts of a change on project delivery and cost outweigh the benefits.

SOLUTION
At elfware we breathe life into your Oracle Retail solutions through the early and iterative provision of your
data in Oracle’s software. We provide early visibility based on an initial set of high level assumptions. This
highlights solution gaps which are resolved into options, proposals and decisions. We then rapidly visualise
these through an evolutionary prototyping process for validation.

With the availability of the following we can now bring this
evolutionary prototyping capability to Oracle Retail:

For defining and maintaining...

For push button generation of...

For...

System configuration
settings.

Understanding legacy
Integration impacts

Data Configuration and
Conversion Utilities.

Mapping from
disparate legacy data
sources into MOM

Legacy Reporting

Reverse Mapping
utilities.

validation.

Orchestration scripts for
deployment and dependency Management.

Oracle Retail

Oracle Retail

Source to Target data

Target to Source reverse

mapping templates

mapping templates

Automation and
Orchestration engine

Lack of access to representative project environments
often delays project kick-off and ongoing activities. This
may be due to hardware commissioning, bandwidth or
skills barriers. Ask elfware about:

Prototype deliverables from the elfware Automation and
Orchestration engine continue to provide value well
beyond solution sign-off through mapping, migration
and test functionality.

Oracle Retail On Demand Environments

These deliverables evolve through all phases of your
project encompassing complete migration and cutover
automation including test support, data validation and
reconciliation.

For short term or project availability of prototype and
non-production environments

Oracle Retail On

Project Delivery

Demand Environments

For more information contact us at
www.elfware.com

contact@elfware.com

